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Wireshark & Ethereal Network Protocol Analyzer Toolkit (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2006
Ethereal is the #2 most popular open source security tool used by system administrators and security professionals. This all new book builds on the success of Syngress best-selling book Ethereal Packet Sniffing.

This book provides complete information and step-by-step Instructions for analyzing protocols and network traffic on Windows,...
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Microsoft Word 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Make Microsoft's brave new Word work for you
    

    Microsoft's Word 2007 rewrites the book on word processing. New to Word? The Word 2007 Bible helps you soar over the hurdles and quickly brings you up to speed. A Word veteran? You'll discover new ways to command legacy features, completely new features to accomplish...
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Flash CS4 Professional for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2008
This book covers Flash CS4, including all the features brand new for Flash users. Flash CS4 introduces motion tweening, a new method for animating objects, such as symbols and text fields. Using a new panel, the Motion Editor, Flash developers will find it easier than ever to create sophisticated, lifelike animations. In addition, inverse...
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JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It MattersOrbis Books, 2008
BRAND NEW HARDBACKWe can know the essential truth of President John F. Kennedy's assassination. That truth can set us free.

Thanks to the pioneer investigators into President Kennedy's murder, the truth-telling of many witnesses, and a recent flood of documents through the JFK Records Act, the truth is available. Not only can the...
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The Adobe Photoshop CS3 Book for Digital PhotographersPeachpit Press, 2007

	Scott Kelby was honored with Professional Photographer magazine’s highly coveted 2008 Hot One Award for The Adobe Photoshop CS3 Book for Digital Photographers. Here’s what Jeff Kent, the Hot One Editor at Professional Photographer, has to say about the book: “In a how-to published by Peachpit Press, Scott Kelby,...
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Wireless HacksO'Reilly, 2005
The popularity of wireless networking has grown exponentially over the past few years, despite a general downward trend in the telecommunications industry. More and more computers and users worldwide communicate via radio waves every day, cutting the tethers of the cabled network both at home and at work. 
 		

...
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Pro ASP.NET 3.5 in C# 2008: Includes Silverlight 2, Third EditionApress, 2009
ASP.NET 3.5 is the latest version of Microsoft’s revolutionary ASP.NET technology. It is the principal standard for creating dynamic web pages on the Windows platform. Pro ASP.NET 3.5 in C# 2008 raises the bar for high–quality, practical advice on learning and deploying Microsoft’s dynamic web solution.
This new...
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Complete Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Digital PhotographersCharles River, 2009

	Learn how to get the most out of all the newest features of Photoshop and improve your images with "Complete Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Digital Photographers." Photoshop is the new darkroom, providing instant results and making professional-level tools accessible even to amateurs. This new edition of the book is filled with brand new...
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Treatment Planning in Radiation OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Completely updated for its Second Edition, this text is a comprehensive guide to state-of-the-art treatment planning techniques in radiation oncology. The book provides the treatment planning team—radiation oncologists, medical physicists, and medical dosimetrists—with detailed information on both the physics of radiation...
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Civility at Work: How People Treatment is a Critical Success Driver for BusinessBusiness Expert Press, 2021

	Fact: People treatment is a critical success driver for business.

	How organizations treat their employees generally, and more

	specifically how the policies and procedures, incentives, and best

	practices that direct and dictate the overall experience of

	human beings at work can make or break organizational

	success.

...
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Microsoft Windows Home Server 2011 Unleashed (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Covers the newest version of WHS!


	 


	This is the most comprehensive, practical, and useful guide to the brand-new version of Windows Home Server 2011. Paul McFedries doesn’t just cover all facets of running Windows Home Server: He shows how to use it...
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Content Strategy for the Web, 2nd EditionNew Riders Publishing, 2012

	 


	
		At Facebook, employees are empowered to be bold in the name of innovation.
	
		“Move Fast and Break Things,” “What Would You Do If You Weren’t
	
		Afraid?” and “Done Is Better Than Perfect” are a few of the mottos pasted
	
		on the walls at Facebook...
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